This paper analyzes the edge-reflection problem of obliquely incident guided waves in a plate. The generalized guided-wave theories in a plate, including the orthogonality of modes and the mode-decomposition method are summarized. The edge-reflection problem is solved on the basis of the mode-decomposition method. Some numerical results are presented and compared to experimental results.
Introduction
Guided waves are widely applied in nondestructive evaluations to detect defects in a thin plate. Because guided waves can propagate along a plate structure with small attenuation, guided wave nondestructive evaluations are able to scan a wide range of the plate fast without moving a transducer during inspection. The propagation of guided waves in a plate with obstacles is, however, very complicated because the interaction between guided waves and obstacles causes mode conversion which involves not only propagating modes but also an infinite number of nonpropagating modes. [1] [2] [3] To increase the ability of guided wave nondestructive evaluations, knowledge on scattering behaviors of guided waves by various obstacles is beneficial. In particular, reflections of guided waves by an edge of a plate are essential because the reflections are always involved in practice.
Reflection of a normally incident antiplane wave (SH wave) by an edge is quite a simple problem since no mode conversion occurs. On the other hand, reflection of a normally incident inplane wave (Lamb wave) by an edge is more complicated because it causes mode conversion involving an infinite number of Lamb wave modes. The edge-reflection problem of the normally incident Lamb wave has been analyzed by various methods, such as the variational analysis method, 4, 5) the collocation method, 6, 7) the method of projection, 8) the finite element method in a time domain, 6 ) the finite element method combined with the modal expansion technique, 9, 10) the hybrid method of the boundary element method and the normal-mode expansion technique, 11) the hybrid finite element and boundary element formulation, 10) and the mode-exciting method.
12) The reflection of the normally incident Lamb wave by the beveled edge has been analyzed by Wilkie-Chancellier et al. 7) and by Galan and Abascal. 10) Experimental studies on the reflection of the normally incident Lamb wave have been carried out by Morvan 6) and Wilkie-Chancellier et al. 13) This study analyzes the reflection of obliquely incident guided waves by a plate edge. For normally incident guided waves to the plate edge, Lamb waves and SH waves are separately analyzed even in the reflection process, whereas Lamb waves and SH waves are coupled each other in the case of oblique incidence. In the reflection problems of obliquely incident guided waves by the plate edge, mode conversions between Lamb and SH wave modes have to be taken into account. In the following, the generalized orthogonality satisfied by the guided wave modes is first derived. Based on the generalized orthogonality, the mode decomposition method of an elastodynamic field into guided wave modes is proposed. The reflection problems of obliquely incident guided waves by an edge are then solved semi-analytically by using the mode decomposition method. Experiments are carried out to verify the analytical results.
Generalized Theories of Guided Wave Modes in a Plate

Displacements and stresses of guided waves
Let us consider a homogeneous, isotropic and linearly elastic plate with the thickness 2h as shown in Fig. 1 . On the assumption that the traction free condition is given on the upper and lower surfaces of the plate and the wave field in the plate is time harmonic with the circular frequency !, there are two types of guided waves which can propagate in the plate, i.e., Lamb waves with inplane motions and SH waves with antiplane motions. The dispersive relations of symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb wave modes [1] [2] [3] and SH wave modes 2, 3) are given by
(symmetric Lamb waves) ð1Þ Fig. 1 Reflection of an obliquely incident guided wave by an edge. 
respectively, where k denotes the wave number. In eqs. (1), (2) , and (3),
where c L and c T are the velocities of the longitudinal and transverse waves, respectively. n in eq. (3) is a non-negative integer and takes even and odd numbers for symmetric and antisymmetric SH wave modes, respectively. As numerical examples, the dispersion curves of Lamb wave and SH wave modes for the steel with c L ¼ 5940 m/s and c T ¼ 3200 m/s, which was used in our experiments, are shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b), respectively. S n and A n in Fig. 2 (a) and SH n in Fig. 2 (b) denote the symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb wave modes and SH wave modes, respectively, of the nth order (n ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .). Solid and dotted curves denote the guided waves with pure real and pure imaginary wavenumbers, respectively. Dashed and double dashed curves denote the real parts and the imaginary parts, respectively, of the wavenumbers of the guided waves with complex wavenumbers.
Taking the propagation direction in the x 1 -axis, the displacement U of a guided wave can be expressed as
whereÛ U is the displacement in the frequency-wavenumber domain and is a function of x 3 only, I ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi À1 p , and A is an arbitrary constant. The expressions ofÛ U are given bŷ
for symmetric Lamb wave modes; ð6Þ
for antisymmetric Lamb wave modes; ð7Þ
for symmetric SH wave modes, and ð8Þ
for antisymmetric SH wave modes:
In case that the guided wave travels in the direction with respect to the x 1 direction, the displacement u of the guided wave is represented by Reflection of Obliquely Incident Guided Waves by an Edge of a Plate
¼ k sinðÞ; and
In eq. (12), the sign AE of the root is chosen as follows. When =ðkÞ ¼ 0, the sign of the root is chosen so that the signs AE of <ðÞ and <ðkÞ are the same, where < and = mean the real and imaginary parts, respectively. When =ðkÞ 6 ¼ 0, the sign of the root is chosen so that the signs AE of =ðÞ and =ðkÞ are the same. Note that when are fixed, there is a one-to-one relation between k and . The stress components ij can be evaluated by substituting eq. (10) into the stress-displacement relation
where is the density and ij is the Kronecker delta.
Generalized orthogonality of guided wave modes
Let L 1 ; L 2 ; . . . be the guided wave modes including the four types of guided wave modes, i.e., the symmetric/ antisymmetric Lamb/SH wave modes, with the wavenumber k 1 ; k 2 ; . . .. Suppose that all modes L m travel in such directions that their wavenumbers in the x 2 -direction are equal to , where is a real value. Using eq. (12), we can determine 1 ; 2 ; . . . uniquely for all modes. It is assumed that if L m and L n are the modes of the same type and m 6 ¼ n, then we have k m 6 ¼ k n and, consequently, m 6 ¼ n . Note that when k m is complex-valued, m is always complex-valued.
m can, however, be complex-valued even if k m is real, i.e., when jk m j < jj. For real and complex-valued m ; L m are propagating and nonpropagating modes, respectively. We now consider two modes L m and L n that have the displacement and stress fields ½u; and ½v; , respectively, where
Following Auld's work, 3) the complex reciprocity identity is applied to two wave fields of eq. (14) to obtain the generalized orthogonality of guided wave modes in a plate as follows:
where the superscript Ã means the complex conjugate and
Similarly to the derivation shown in our previous paper, 12) it can be shown that P mn has the physical meaning as follows:
mn Þ; ð17Þ where P 1 , defined as eq. (18), denotes the power per unit length passing through a plane which is perpendicular to the x 1 -axis.
Note that the properties of P mn is similar to P mn in our previous paper. 12) In particular case that ¼ 0, we have m ¼ k m and the orthogonality shown in eq. (15) reduces into the orthogonality shown in our previous paper. 12) If m ¼ Ã n , the direct substitution of eqs. (10) and (13) into eq. (16) yields the following relation between P mn and P
Hereafter we use the notation Q m to refer P mn for which m ¼ Ã n .
Normalization and mode decomposition
The normalization and the mode decomposition can be performed similarly to those in our previous paper. 12) Here we only show a summary of the normalization and the mode decomposition.
The normalized displacement u u of a propagating guided wave mode L m is defined as
where u is the displacement of mode L m . If u and v are displacements of conjugate nonpropagating guided wave modes L m and L n , respectively, the normalized displacements u u and v v are defined as
where P mn is defined in eq. (16). Any arbitrary time-harmonic elastodynamic field E in the plate which satisfies the traction-free boundary condition on the top and bottom surfaces and has the wavenumber in the x 2 -direction can be decomposed into guided wave modes as follows:
The amplitudes A m of the guided wave modes L m can be found by
In eq. (23), ðmÞ is the index satisfying the conjugate relation of ðmÞ ¼ Ã n and the operator '' relates two time-harmonic elastodynamic fields E and E 0 to a scalar value as follows:
where E ¼ ½ũ ue Ài!t ; e Ài!t and E 0 ¼ ½ṽ ve Ài!t ; e Ài!t .
Statement of the Problem
In this section, the statement of the reflection problem of obliquely incident guided waves by an edge of a plate is presented. In the previous section, the guided wave modes in 1; 2; . . .) are generated with the amplitudes r 2nÀ1 2m
and travel obliquely with the angles 2m , as shown in Fig. 1 . To satisfy the traction-free condition on the edge, the angles 2m must follow the Snell's law:
Note that when k 2m is a complex value or a real value less than , the reflected mode L 2m is a nonpropagating mode and cannot travel far from the edge.
In the reflection problem of guided waves, the reflection coefficients r are the unknowns to be determined. Note that the coefficients r 2nÀ1 2m
are, in general, complex variables, and their square absolute value and argument represent the power in the x 1 -direction and the phase shift, respectively.
Semi-Analytical Method for Edge-Reflection Problem
In this section, the application of the mode decomposition to solve the reflection problem of the guided waves is presented.
Let ½v; be the displacement and the stress of the total wave E in the reflection problem and ½u j ; j be those of the guided wave mode L j . Since E is composed of the incident wave L 2nÀ1 with a unit amplitude and the reflected waves L 2m (m ¼ 1; 2; . . .) with the amplutide of r 2nÀ1 2m , it is clear that
Now we apply eq. (23) to decompose E into guided wave modes. According to eqs. (24) and (23), the amplitude A 2j of the L 2j mode after the decomposition is 
Taking x 1 ¼ 0, which is the location of the edge, we have the total stress components 1i 0 because of the tractionfree condition on the edge. From eq. (26), the total displacement v can be represented as
Furthermore, we havẽ 
Since there are an infinite number of guided wave modes, Equation (30) gives a system of linear equations with infinite numbers of equations (j ¼ 1; 2; . . .) and unknown variables r 2nÀ1 2m (m ¼ 1; 2; . . .). To solve the system of linear equations approximately, only a finite number of modes are considered in the numerical examples shown below. The finite number of modes are chosen so that they include all propagating modes and several nonpropagating modes with the smallest imaginary parts of .
Numerical Examples
In the numerical examples shown below, 45 guided wave modes, composed of 30 Lamb wave modes and 15 SH wave modes, are used in solving the system of linear equations (30). The accuracy of the numerical results is investigated by considering the power balance between the incident wave L 
All numerical results shown in the following are obtained with the residual error of eq. (31) less than 0.001.
Normal incidences
As the first examples, the normal incidence ( ¼ 0) of Lamb waves is considered. Figures 3(a) -(e) illustrate the reflection coefficients for the incident A 0 , A 1 , S 0 , S 1 , and S 2 waves, respectively. The abscissa and ordinate represent the nondimensional frequency !h=c T and the absolute value of reflection coefficients jr 2nÀ1 2m j, respectively. Note that since the reflection problem is a symmetric problem in the thickness direction, the symmetric and antisymmetric modes are uncoupled each other. For comparison, the results obtained by the mode-exciting method 12) are also shown by symbols. Very good agreement is found between both results.
Oblique incidences
Next, some examples are shown for the oblique incidences of Lamb waves and SH waves. The frequency is fixed to !h=c T ¼ 1:96, which is the value adopted in our experiments shown later. Similarly to the problem of normal incidence, the problem of oblique incidence is also a symmetric problem, and hence the symmetric and antisymmetric modes are uncoupled each other. Since cannot be greater than the wavenumber of the incident wave, the results in Figs. 4(a) and (b) are shown in the range of < 1:96 and < 1:28, respectively.
When ¼ 0, the SH 0 and S 0 modes are uncoupled each other in the reflection problem and only two symmetric modes of SH 0 and S 0 exist at the frequency !h=c T ¼ 1:96. Hence we have jr
As increases, the SH 0 and S 0 modes become coupled each other so that jr Fig. 4(a) . It is known that as !h=c T ! 0, the S 0 mode is reduced to the longitudinal wave 1) with constant and zero values inÛ U 1 andÛ U 3 , respectively [see eq. (6)]. Similarly, the SH 0 mode becomes the shear wave with the uniformÛ U 2 , as !h=c T ! 0 [see eq. (8) SH 0 modes at a free edge in the low frequency range are similar to the reflections of a P-wave and an SV-wave in a half-space, respectively. The reflection coefficients for the obliquely incident S 0 and SH 0 modes can, therefore, be approximated by using the amplitudes of the reflected P and SV waves in a half-space, respectively, as follows: (for example, see the book by Achenbach
where Fig. 4(a) . Comparing the numerical and approximated values, it is found that eq. (32) can give good approximation for jr SH 0 SH 0 j and jr
The numerical results of the reflection coefficients for oblique incidences of A 0 , SH 1 , and A 1 modes are shown in Figs. 5(a), (b) , and (c), respectively. At !h=c T ¼ 1:96, the wavenumbers k A 0 h, k SH 1 h, and k A 1 h of the A 0 , SH 1 , and A 1 modes are 2.32, 1.18, and 0.666, respectively. As shown in Fig. 5(a) , jr A 0 A 0 j shows relatively small values for < k A 1 h, increases to unity for k A 1 h < < k SH 1 h as increases, and becomes unity for > k SH 1 h. In the case of SH 1 incidence, jr SH 1 SH 1 j decreases at < k A 1 h and increases at k A 1 h < < k SH 1 h as increases as shown in Fig. 5(b) . As shown in Fig. 5(c) , most power of the incident A 1 mode is reflected as the A 0 mode. In Fig. 5(c) , it is also seen that jr
j shows a minimum value at ¼ 0:22.
Experiments
Experiments for reflections of Lamb waves are carried out to verify the analytical results shown in the previous section. The S 0 , A 0 , and A 1 modes are chosen as incident waves.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6(a) . The function generator (Agilent 33250A) delivers the sinusoidal electrical signal with the frequency of 1 MHz to the high power gated amplifier (Ritec GA-10000), which produces the 15-cycletoneburst signal. The 15-cycle-toneburst signal is sent directly to the transducer made by Japan Probe Co. with , and 17 , respectively, which are obtained by the Snell's law. The laser vibrometer (Graphtec AT3700 & AT0023) is used as a receiver to measure the normal velocity on the plate surface. The signal detected by the laser vibrometer is sent to the oscilloscope (Hawlett Packard 54810A) to record the waveform with 0.1 ms sampling time at each point. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, we take the average of 256 successive waveforms. The recorded signals are then sent to the computer for further signal processing.
A steel plate with the material properties of c L ¼ 5940 m/s and c T ¼ 3200 m/s is used as a specimen in our experiment. The plate has the thickness of 2 mm, the width of 150 mm, and the length of 250 mm. The setup for the measurement of reflected waves is shown in Fig. 6(b) . The transducer is set in the direction with the angle to the normal direction of the edge of the plate. To obtain the amplitude of the reflected wave of the same mode with the incident wave, the points of measurement are chosen on the line AB directed with the reflected angle . In our experiments, 32 points with equal intervals of 1 mm are taken on the line AB.
The numerical computation is carried out for 2-D problems, but the wave field in the experiment has 3-D configuration. Since there is a difference in attenuations between 2-D and 3-D wave fields, it is necessary to measure the reference signal to remove the effect of the attenuation. The setup for the measurement of the reference wave is shown in Fig. 6(c) . The measurements are carried out on the line A 0 B 0 , which coincides with the center line of the transducer. The distances jC 0 O 0 j, jO 0 A 0 j, and jA 0 B 0 j in Fig. 6(c) are equal to jCOj, jOAj, and jABj in Fig. 6(b) , respectively.
The signals obtained by the measurement systems shown in Figs. 6(b) and (c) are Fourier transformed 14) with respect to time and measurement positions to obtain the amplitudes A rfl ð f ; kÞ and A ref ð f ; kÞ of the reflected and reference waves, respectively, in the frequency-wavenumber domain. The reflection coefficient jr n n j is then found as
where k n is the wavenumber of the mode n at the frequency f . In the calculation of the reflection coefficients in eq. 
Conclusions
The method to decompose a wave field in a plate into guided wave modes has been developed by using the generalized orthogonality of guided wave modes. The mode decomposition has been applied to solve the reflection problems of obliquely incident guided waves by an edge of a plate. The comparison between the results of the reflection problems of normal incidence solved by the mode decomposition method and by the previous study of mode-exciting method shows very good agreement. The approximated solutions for the S 0 and SH 0 modes incidences in the low frequency range have been derived based on the reflections of P and SV waves in a half space, respectively. The experiments have also been carried out to obtain the reflected amplitudes of obliquely incident guided waves by the edge of the steel plate. Fairly good correlation was found between the experimental results and the numerical results.
Finally, we give a comment on further study of the present study. The analysis technique presented here can be extended to the edge-reflection analysis of an incident guided wave with nonplanar wavefront, such as the incident wave generated by a transducer. The edge-reflection problem of nonplanar incidence can be decomposed into the reflection problems of plane incident waves by applying the Fourier transform with respect to the axis parallel to the edge. The solution of the edge-reflection problem of nonplanar incidence can further be utilized to clarify the propagation of guided waves in a plate with a finite width. 
